DEFINITIVE AGENDA SMÅLANDS NATION MEETING
MONDAY, 6 December 2021, 18.00
Place:
Smålands Pub
Smålands
Kastanjegatan 7
22359 Lund
§1 Meeting is opened by self-elected chairperson
§2 Preamble
a) Election of:
- meeting chairperson
- meeting secretary
- meeting adjuster and vote counter 2x
- meeting facilitator
b) Information on meeting formalia
c) Meeting legitimacy
d) Adjunctions
e) Presentation rounds
f) Determination of the agenda
§3 Reports
§4 Economy
§5 SNB
§6 Motions
a) Motion for The People’s Kitchen
b) Motion to get a new (used) and better transport bike
§7 By-laws revision committee
a) Second vote on the changes to the by-laws
(first vote - 2021-10-04)
§8 Other (no decisions may be made here)
§9 Messages

§10 End of meeting
____________________

6a) Motion for The People’s Kitchen
Folkets Kö k or The People’s Kitchen, is a project organized by the Ecosocialist Collective
(working name). The goal of this project is to provide free, weekly, vegan dinners that are
open to everyone. This project has no specific target audience - rather, it aims to create an
open community space where people from different background can share food and connect,
while also providing meals to anyone who may be in need.
Whereas
• The Ecosocialist Collective is comprised of many Små lands members, active members,
and residents,
• The Ecosocialist Collective shares Små lands’ values of socialism, feminism, anti-racism,
and creating a safe space LGBTQ+ people and others,
• Folkets kö k enacts socialist values by working towards a decommodification of food
and subverting the capitalist concept of merit,
• The project is in line with Små lands’ openness to more than students,
• The project, like Små lands, will only serve vegan food
I therefore move that:
• Små lands allows the Ecosocialist Collective to use the Små lands Kitchen and Pub every
Thursday from 5:30 to 10 for the People's Kitchen and the general meetings of the
collective
• Små lands allows the group to use some base ingredients like spices, salt, oil, flour, etc.
• Små lands give the group access to the printers and printing materials in expen
• Små lands provides small financial supporting to the project by contributing one
hundred(100) krona per week, this will contribute towards ingredients for the dinners.
\Member of the Ecosocialist Collective

6b) Motion to get a new (used) and better transport bike

We have a really fancy transport bike bought for roughly 25.000 a few years back. Problem is
that it’s 2 wheeled and a pain in the ass to manoeuvre. A christiania bike, a classic three
wheeled box bike would be much better, and are pretty cheap second hand nowadays
following it’s surge in popularity a few years ago.
I therefore move that…
…the nation meeting tasks a person with selling the old bike through any marketplace they
find fitting.
…the nation meeting tasks a person with buying a second hand three-wheeled box bike.
…a maximum of 10.000 SEK is spent on this purchase.
/Kamratligen,
Sigge

